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The file greek-euenc.def provides support for Greek LICR macros with XeTeX and
LuaTeX. It is automatically loaded by the textalpha and alphabeta packages as well as
babel-greek, if the font encoding is set to one of the Unicode font encodings EU1 or
EU2 (usually via the fontspec package for font setup with LuaTeX and XeTeX).

With the XeTeX or LuaTeX engines, the user must ensure that the selected font con-
tains Greek glyphs (the default Latin Modern fonts have only capital Greek letters) —
there are no warnings for missing glyphs but empty spaces in the output document.
Examples for suitable fonts are the “Deja Vu” or the “Linux Libertine” OpenType fonts.

See the source of this document greek-euenc-doc.tex for a setup and usage ex-
ample.

1 LICR input

LICR macros are a verbose but fail-safe 7-bit ASCII encoding that works unaltered un-
der both, 8-bit TeX and XeTeX/LuaTeX. Use cases are macro definitions and generated
text.

The example from usage.tex in babel-greek input using LICR macros:

Τί φήις; Ἱδὼν ἐνθέδε παῖδ’ ἐλευθέραν
τὰς πλησίον Νύμφας στεφανοῦσαν, Σώστρατε,
ἐρῶν άπῆλθες εὐθύς;

1.1 Greek alphabet

Greek letters via LICR macros:

Α Β Γ Δ Ε Ζ Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ Ν Ξ Ο Π Ρ Σ Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω

α β γ δ ε ζ η θ ι κ λ μ ν ξ ο π ρ σ τ υ φ χ ψ ω

The small sigma is set with a different glyph if it ends a word:

σ textsigma

ς textfinalsigma or textvarsigma
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In the Latin transcription defined by the 8-bit LGR font encoding, the letter ‘s’ stands
for \textautosigma which automatically chooses the glyph according to the posi-
tion. This macro/feature is not implemented for Unicode fonts.

1.2 Additional Greek symbols

Ϟ textKoppa
ϟ textkoppa
ϙ textqoppa (archaic koppa)
Ϙ textQoppa (archaic Koppa)
ϛ textstigma
Ϛ textStigma (Sigma-Tau-Ligature in CB-fonts)1

ϡ textsampi
Ϡ textSampi
ϝ textdigamma
Ϝ textDigamma
ʹ textdexiakeraia
͵ textaristerikeraia

Mathematical notation uses variant shapes for pi, rho, theta, epsilon, phi, beta, kappa,
and Theta as additional symbols. These variations have no syntactic meaning in Greek
text and are not given separate code-points in the LGR text encoding. Some text fonts
use the variant shapes in place of the “regular” ones as a stylistic choice.

TeX’s concept of “standard” vs. “variant” symbols does not map to the distinction
between “Greek Letter …” vs. “Greek Symbol …” in the Unicode standard:

TeX math Unicode
symbol var symbol “letter” “symbol”

π ϖ π ϖ
ρ ϱ ρ ϱ
θ ϑ θ ϑ
ϵ ε ε ϵ
ϕ φ φ ϕ
β missing β ϐ
κ missing κ ϰ
Θ missing Θ ϴ

1.3 Diacritics

Greek diacritics can be input by named macro or symbol macro. Named macros are
defined in xunicode-greek.sty for \LastDeclaredEncoding (here EU1).

άά x́ x́ ὰὰ x̀ x̀ ϊϊ ẍ ẍ ᾶᾶ x̃ x̃ ἀἀ x̓ x̓ ἁἁ x̔ x̔

There are currently no definitions for accent macros combined with literal Unicode
characters. Combining diacritical characters are used in the output.

1the name “stigma” originally applied to a medieval sigma-tau ligature, whose shape was confusingly
similar to the cursive digamma
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ά ά ὰ ὰ ϊ ϊ α̃ α̃ ἀ ἀ ἁ ἁ

Please mail a feature request if there is demand for definitions selecting precomposed
characters. As proof of concept, this document defines a composite command for
alpha with psili and perispomeni. Compare ἇ with ἆ.

Composite commands for combined diacritics are defined in “greek-fontenc.def”, also
for the \LastDeclaredEncoding. There are composite definitions for all precom-
posed characters, the fallback definition uses combining characters:

ΐ ΐ ΐ ẍ́ ẍ́ ẍ́ ῒ ῒ ῒ ẍ̀ ẍ̀ ẍ̀ ῗ ῗ ῗ ẍ͂ ẍ͂ ẍ͂

ἵ ἵ ἵ x́̔ x́̔ x́̔ ἳ ἳ ἳ x̀̔ x̀̔ x̀̔ ἷ ἷ ἷ x͂̔ x͂̔ x͂̔

ἴ ἴ ἴ x̓́ x̓́ x̓́ ἲ ἲ ἲ x̓̀ x̓̀ x̓̀ ἶ ἶ ἶ x̓͂ x̓͂ x̓͂

Problems: Composite diacritics with breathings overlap when set using two combin-
ing characters (in the tested fonts).

Upcasing with \MakeUppercase drops diacritics (except dialytika and sub-iota):

ΪΪ Ẍ Ẍ ΪΪ Ẍ Ẍ ΪΪ Ẍ Ẍ

ΙΙ X X ΙΙ X X ΙΙ X X

ΙΙ X X ΙΙ X X ΙΙ X X

However, when the tonos, varia, and perispomeni accents are input using the symbol
macros (\' \` \~), they behave like standard accents with XeTeX/LuaTeX. If these
accents should be dropped by MakeUppercase, they must be input as named macro:

ΑΆ XX́ ΑᾺ XX̀ ΑΑ̃ XX̃

The sub-iota is input after the base letter. Ligature definitions in the 8-bit LGR fonts
ensure that precomposed characters are used. This does not work with Unicode fonts:2

ᾳ xͅ Αι Xι, ᾼ Xͅ, see also the Greek extended Unicode block below.

Both, the standard LaTeX and the “xunicode” composite mechanism require the first
part of a composite definition to be a macro requiring one argument. I.e. selecting
pre-defined characters with sub-iota would require prefix \accypogegrammeni and
\accprosgegrammeni accent macros and composite definitions for all combination
of letters and letters with diacritic and sub-iota.

1.4 Greek and Coptic Unicode block

Greek symbols from the Greek and Coptic Unicode block are fully supported:

ʹ ͵

 ͅ;

΄ ΅ Ά · Έ Ή Ί Ό Ύ Ώ ΐ
2When copy/pasting generated output from the “evince” PDF viewer, the COMBINING GREEK YPOGE-

GRAMMENI is merged with the base character. A capital letter + combining ypogegrammeni results in
GREEK CAPITAL LETTER … WITH [.. AND] PROSGEGRAMMENI). This indicates that the combining
ypogegrammeni should also be used together with capital base letters.
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Α Β Γ Δ Ε Ζ Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ Ν Ξ Ο Π Ρ Σ Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω

Ϊ Ϋ ά έ ή ί ΰ

α β γ δ ε ζ η θ ι κ λ μ ν ξ ο π ρ ς σ τ υ φ χ ψ ω

ϊ ϋ ό ύ ώ

Ϙ ϙ Ϛ ϛ Ϝ ϝ ϟ Ϡ ϡ

1.5 Greek Extended Unicode block

Characters from the Greek Extended Unicode block are only partially supported, ac-
cented characters with sub-iota currently use a combining prosgegrammeni or ypoge-
grammeni character.

For comparison, the LICR macro is followed by the corresponding literal Unicode
character:

ἀἀ ἁἁ ἂἂ ἃἃ ἄἄ ἅἅ ἆἆ ἇἇ ἈἈ ἉἉ ἊἊ ἋἋ ἌἌ ἍἍ ἎἎ ἏἏ

ἐἐ ἑἑ ἒἒ ἓἓ ἔἔ ἕἕ ἘἘ ἙἙ ἚἚ ἛἛ ἜἜ ἝἝ

ἠἠ ἡἡ ἢἢ ἣἣ ἤἤ ἥἥ ἦἦ ἧἧ ἨἨ ἩἩ ἪἪ ἫἫ ἬἬ ἭἭ ἮἮ ἯἯ

ἰἰ ἱἱ ἲἲ ἳἳ ἴἴ ἵἵ ἶἶ ἷἷ ἸἸ ἹἹ ἺἺ ἻἻ ἼἼ ἽἽ ἾἾ ἿἿ

ὀὀ ὁὁ ὂὂ ὃὃ ὄὄ ὅὅ ὈὈ ὉὉ ὊὊ ὋὋ ὌὌ ὍὍ

ὐὐ ὑὑ ὒὒ ὓὓ ὔὔ ὕὕ ὖὖ ὗὗ ὙὙ ὛὛ ὝὝ ὟὟ

ὠὠ ὡὡ ὢὢ ὣὣ ὤὤ ὥὥ ὦὦ ὧὧ ὨὨ ὩὩ ὪὪ ὫὫ ὬὬ ὭὭ ὮὮ ὯὯ

ὰὰ άά ὲὲ έέ ὴὴ ήή ὶὶ ίί ὸὸ όό ὺὺ ύύ ὼὼ ώώ

ᾀᾀ ᾁᾁ ᾂᾂ ᾃᾃ ᾄᾄ ᾅᾅ ᾆᾆ ᾇᾇ Ἀιᾈ Ἁιᾉ Ἂιᾊ Ἃιᾋ Ἄιᾌ Ἅιᾍ Ἆιᾎ Ἇιᾏ

ᾐᾐ ᾑᾑ ᾒᾒ ᾓᾓ ᾔᾔ ᾕᾕ ᾖᾖ ᾗᾗ Ἠιᾘ Ἡιᾙ Ἢιᾚ Ἣιᾛ Ἤιᾜ Ἥιᾝ Ἦιᾞ Ἧιᾟ

ᾠᾠ ᾡᾡ ᾢᾢ ᾣᾣ ᾤᾤ ᾥᾥ ᾦᾦ ᾧᾧ Ὠιᾨ Ὡιᾩ Ὢιᾪ Ὣιᾫ Ὤιᾬ Ὥιᾭ Ὦιᾮ Ὧιᾯ

ᾰᾰ ᾱᾱ ᾲᾲ ᾳᾳ ᾴᾴ ᾶᾶ ᾷᾷ ᾸᾸ ᾹᾹ ᾺᾺ ΆΆ Αιᾼ ᾿᾽  ιι ᾿᾿

῀῀ ῁῁ ῂῂ ῃῃ ῄῄ ῆῆ ῇῇ ῈῈ ΈΈ ῊῊ ΉΉ Ηιῌ ῍῍ ῎῎ ῏῏

ῐῐ ῑῑ ῒῒ ΐΐ ῖῖ ῗῗ ῘῘ ῙῙ ῚῚ ΊΊ ῝῝ ῎῞ ῟῟

ῠῠ ῡῡ ῢῢ ΰΰ ῤῤ ῥῥ ῦῦ ῧῧ ῨῨ ῩῩ ῪῪ ΎΎ ῬῬ ῭῭ ΅΅  `̀

ῲῲ ῳῳ ῴῴ ῶῶ ῷῷ ῸῸ ΌΌ ῺῺ ΏΏ Ωιῼ ´´ ῾῾

Ancient Greek Numbers are missing in most fonts (including Libertine and Deja Vu).
The “FreeSerif” font works fine.

If the LGR font encoding is loaded via «fontenc» in the document preamble, Ancient
Greek Numbers (as well as any other character) from LGR encoded 8-bit TeX fonts can
be used after a font-encoding switch. babel-greek defines the \textgreek command
for this purpose:
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𐅄𐅅𐅆𐅇

2 Latin transcription

The \textgreek macro and LGR encoded fonts can also be used for the input of Greek
letters via the Latin transcription provided by the LGR font encoding3, e.g. «logos»
becomes «λογος» and «\>aupn\'ia» becomes «ἀυπνία» (capitalised «ΑΫΠΝΙΑ»).
For details of the Latin transliteration see the teubner package or the file usage.pdf
from the babel-greek package.

Mark, that you cannot use Unicode input with LGR encoded fonts except when run-
ning in 8-bit compatibility mode because of the incompatibility between Xe/LuaTeX
and the inputenc package.

LICR macros work in both, Unicode font encoding and LGR: compare Ἰανουαρίου
(Unicode font set up via fontspec) vs. ᾿Ιανουαρίου (LGR-encoded 8-bit font set up via
NFSS commands).

3see The LaTeX font guide [fntguide.pdf] for details about font encodings.
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